Stress inoculation facilitates active avoidance learning of the semi-precocial rodent Octodon degus.
A growing body of evidence highlights the impact of the early social environment for the adequate development of brain and behavior in animals and humans. Disturbances of this environment were found to be both maladaptive and adaptive to emotional and cognitive function. Using the semi-precocial, biparental rodent Octodon degus, we aimed to examine (i) the impact of age (juvenile/adult), sex (male/female), and (ii) "motivation" to solve the task (by applying increasing foot-shock-intensities) on two-way active avoidance (TWA) learning in socially reared degus, and (iii) whether early life stress inoculation by 1h daily parental separation during the first three weeks of life has maladaptive or adaptive consequences on cognitive function as measured by TWA learning. Our results showed that (i) juvenile degus, unlike altricial rats of the same age, can successfully learn the TWA task comparable to adults, and (ii) that learning performance improves with increasing "task motivation", irrespective of age and sex. Furthermore, we revealed that (iii) stress inoculation improves avoidance learning, particularly in juvenile males, quantitatively and qualitatively depending on "task motivation". In conclusion, the present study describes for the first time associative learning in O. degus and its modulation by early life stress experience as an animal model to study the underlying mechanisms of learning and memory in the stressed and unstressed brain. Although, stress is commonly viewed as being maladaptive, our data indicate that early life stress inoculation triggers developmental cascades of adaptive functioning, which may improve cognitive and emotional processing of stressors later in life.